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Simlapal Police Station
Bankura.

Sir,

I, SI. Ratan Majumder of Simlapal l'S. Iodging this complaint before you,to the effect that
today on 23/04/ 18 myself along with following officers, constables, JCs and CVFs were

detailed to perform L/O duty at Simlapal BDO office in c/w nomination filing of ensuing

Panchyat Election ,2018.In C/W Simlapal P.S C.C No- 663/18, dt.- 23.04.18. Names are as

follows. 1) ASI. Krishna Kanta Banerjee, 2) C/41,4- Fatick Ch. Kar, 3) C/621, -Laxmikanta
Chel, 4) C/1010- Bhakat Ch. Bakshi, S) C/887- Sagar Ch. Rakshit, 6) l/C 817- Bibhas

Pakhira, nI/C  24-Panchanan Mahato, 8)l/C 569 -Manab Kr. Dhara, g)l/C L70- Umesh

Ch. Mahato, 10) L/C-1357 Pratima Ghasi, 11) L}{G/43- Kabita Pratihar, 12\ CVF/
Somnath Dey, 13) CVF/ Gopal Dey, L4) CVF/Sankar S.M Patra, 15) CVF/ Goutam

Mahato, 16) CVF/Binay Mahato,17) CVF/Kanchan Mahato, 18) CVF/Kartick S.M Patra,

19) CVF/Somnath Panda, 20) CVF / Sahjahan Mondal, 21) CW / Gopal Singh,

22)LCYF /Ruma S.M- Patra, 23) LCVF/ Mridula S.M Patra, 24) LCVF/Seuli Mahato

Accordingly we took up our duty post at 09.30 hrs. At about 12.00hrs a grouP of about
30/ 40 BIP supporters gathered in front of BDO Office and tried to get inside. Myself along
with force prevented them from getting in, declared their assembly a unlawful one and

asked them to back outside of fiOmtleriphery of BDO office compound as section 144'
Cr.pc has already been promulgated by SDO khatra within 100mt periphery of the BDO

office compound.. \A/hen the group failed to get entry at BDO office, they refreated to the

Simlapal/Taldangra pitch road and suddenly attacked a group of TMC supporters who
gathered there for some time. Instantly a fight broke out between them. Supporters of the

both parties were using bricks, sticks and other hard objects to each other. As myself along
with force intervened to pacify the mob,unrully mob attacked police party with bricks,

stones and other hard objects. One piece of brick suddenly hit my chest. Finding no other
alternative , to rnaintain peace and L/O in the area and to prevent human casuality,
myself along with force chased the mob and disperse them from the spot" During chase

some members of the departing mob fa1l on the hard surface and received some injuries
over their body.

Under the above facts and circumstances I am lodging this complaint against 50/60
unknown supporters of BJP and TMC and praying for its proper investigation,

Your's failhfulq

R^+..""- \*^^4f
SI. Ratan Majumder '-3'oq' 
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